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Spin-resolved photoemission study of photohole lifetimes in ferromagnetic gadolinium
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High-resolution spin-resolved photoemission is used to probe the decay channels available to a photohole
created in a Gd~0001! surface state. The photoemission linewidths show that at low temperatures, the lifetime
of a majority-spin hole is predominantly limited by electron-phonon scattering and that of a minority-spin hole
by electron-magnon scattering. With increasing temperature this state shows both spin-mixing behavior reflect-
ing the exchange of magnons and a reduced exchange splitting.
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In photoemission a photon of known energyv is adsorbed
and the outgoing electron’s energy (v2«k) and momentum
are measured.1 Interaction effects cause the sharp line sp
trum with shape defined by Im 1/(v2«k2 ih) arising from
independent electron theory to evolve into Im 1/@v2«k
2S(k,v)# where the complex self-energyS(k,v) contains
the effects of the interactions. The real partS1(k,v)
;2vlk gives a shift in energy and mass enhanceme
while the imaginary part 2S2(k,v)5Gk(v,T) gives the life-
time broadening\/tk wheretk is the lifetime. Recent im-
provements in the energy and momentum resolution of p
toemission have enabled detailed studies of self-ene
effects reflecting various interactions including the electr
phonon coupling.2,3 In a study of Mo, contributions to
Gk(v,T) reflecting electron-phonon, electron-electron, a
electron-impurity scattering were all resolved.2 These studies
have led to an intense discussion in the field of highTc
superconductivity where a mass renormalization in the vic
ity of the Fermi level has been attributed alternatively
coupling to phonons4 and to spin excitations.5 The cuprates
represent doped antiferromagnetic insulators. Here, we re
a spin-resolved study of lifetime effects in a localized fer
magnetic system, namely Gd. In such a system the poss
ity again exists for a hole to scatter from spin excitations
well as phonons. Surprisingly, we demonstrate that at
temperatures, a majority-spin photohole relaxes mainly
phonon emission whereas a minority-spin hole rela
mainly by spin-wave emission. A preliminary report of som
aspects of this work has been given elsewhere.6

The experiments employed a Scienta SES200 electron
ergy analyzer,6 which can be used either for high-resolutio
angle-resolved photoemission or for spin-resolved pho
emission. Spin polarization is detected with a micro-M
polarimeter, modified from the design of the Rice Univers
Group.7 UV photons of energy 21.2 eV were provided by
resonance lamp. The energy resolution in both the an
resolved and spin-resolved studies is;50 meV. An angular
resolution ofDu;0.2° is achieved without spin resolutio
but for spin-resolved studies, because of the reduced in
sity, Du;63°. Gadolinium films of thickness 200 Å wer
evaporated onto a Mo~110! substrate at room temperatu
and annealed to 750 K to produce well-defined surfaces w
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a single magnetic domain.8 Low-energy electron diffraction
~LEED! monitored the crystallographic order.

Figure 1 shows spectral density maps in theGX azimuth
from the clean Gd~0001! surface at different temperature
The width,\/t522 ImS, of the surface state at a bindin
energy of;170 meV increases as the temperature is rai
from 82 to 300 K indicating a reduction in the lifetime as
result of increased electron-phonon and electron-mag
scattering at higherT. In the low-temperature plot, the su
face state has\/t;const until the emission angle excee
5°. At this point, band-structure calculations9 indicate that
the surface state leaves the bulk band gap and begin
resonate with bulk bands.

Figure 1 also shows a temperature-dependent shift o
meV in the binding energy of the state. Noltinget al.10 have
shown that, depending on the coupling between conduc
and localized electrons, the quasiparticle band may show
ther a Stoner-like reduction of exchange splitting with i
creasing temperature~weak coupling! or temperature-
dependent spin mixing without reduction of exchan
splitting ~strong coupling!. At intermediate coupling, a mix-
ture of the two behaviors is anticipated. Fedorovet al.11 and
Weschkeet al.12 both measured a reduction of the exchan
splitting with increasing temperature. Similar behavior w
seen in a spin-polarized inverse photoemission by Don
et al.13 In contrast, Li et al.,14 using spin-polarized photo
emission, saw a spin-mixing behavior. In a recent scann
tunneling spectroscopy~STS! study, Getzlaffet al. saw a
mixture of the two behaviors.15 With higher energy resolu-
tion than previous spin-resolved photoemission studies14 we
confirm the results found in the STS study.15

Figure 2 shows spin-polarized photoemission spectra
corded from the surface held atT520 K in an angular ac-
ceptanceDu;63°. Such an angular acceptance adds o
minimally to the measured linewidths. The peaks in t
majority- and minority-spin spectra occur at nearly identic
binding energies. Earlier experiments16,17 and calculations18

indicate that the surface state should be 100% majority s
due to parallel alignment of the surface and bulk momen
Our observation of a minority-spin component could
taken as evidence of either incomplete saturation of the m
netization or the presence of minority domains. However,
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Upper panel: Spin-integrated photoemitted spectral response for the Gd~0001! surface as a function of binding energy an
angle of emission measured from the surface normal. The sampleT is 300 K and the incident photon energy is 21.2 eV. Lower panel:
above but now the sampleT is 82 K.
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growth procedure is known to yield a single magne
domain.8 The coexistence of both spin components at
same energy is therefore an intrinsic property of the surf
state arising from a combination of spin-orbit and sp
exchange processes as discussed by Noltinget al.10 A simple
model allows us to quantify the effect of the former giving
polarization P5D/A(D21z2) in each quasiparticle state
With a spin-orbit parameterj50.3 eV and exchange split
ting D50.7 eV at 0 K, we get a spin-orbit induced mixin
R5(n↓ /n↑)5(12P)/(11P);5%. This increases to 8% a
T5150 K because of the reduced exchange splitting.

Fitting the spectra in Fig. 2 with Lorentzians shows th
the minority-spin peak has a larger width than its majori
spin counterpart, 116 meV as opposed to 86 meV. Extrac
the experimental resolution these widths become appr
mately 105 meV in the minority-spin channel and 70 meV
the majority channel. The lifetime of a photohole can
limited by electron-electron, electron-phonon, and electr
impurity scattering, and in a magnetic system, by electr
magnon scattering. At the edge of the surface band, the
also couples to the bulk states as seen in Fig. 1 foru.5°.
However, such coupling will be stronger in the majority-sp
channel since the state falls closer to the bulk majority-s
band edge than to the minority-spin counterpart.9

Each scattering mechanism gives distinct spin-depen
contributions to the total scattering rate. Electron-elect
scattering by exchange processes favors the two holes in
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final state being of opposite spin.19 From consideration of the
spin-dependent densities of states, we estimate the scatt
rate from this process to be equal for majority- and minori
spin holes. The electron-phonon and impurity scattering r
are proportional to the density of states at the hole bind
energy for the same spin while the electron-magnon rat
proportional to the density of states for the opposite sp
Since the majority-spin density of states is large and
minority-spin component small, impurity and electro
phonon scattering should be most important in the major
spin channel. The fact that the minority-spin channel
broader indicates an electron-magnon mechanism. AT
50 K, the minority-spin component of the photohole c
scatter to the majority-spin component higher in the surf
band by emitting a spin wave. The corresponding spin-
process is not available to the majority-spin component
the photohole atT50 because the localizedf spins have
saturated magnetization. At higher temperatures, inela
scattering can occur back and forth between the two s
channels mediated by the emission or absorption of m
nons, but the minority-spin component always has the hig
density of final states to scatter into. An approxima
treatment20 using the ‘‘s-f’’ Hamiltonian21 finds the result

\/t~↓ !5
)

4

P8~↑ !m*

S S 2JSa

\ D 2

~1!
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 212409
for the decay of the minority~↓! spin component due to
spin-flip scattering with magnon emission. HereJ is the s-f
exchange parameter giving the exchange splitting 2JS
50.65 measured9 for the surface state,m* 51.21 is the ef-
fective mass measured for the surface band, andP8(↑)
50.87 is the experimentally measured majority compon
of the band. WithS5 7

2 and a53.6 Å, \/t(↓)'0.095 eV.
Conversely, replacement ofP8(↑) by P8(↓)512P8(↑)
gives \/t(↑)'0.014 eV for the majority-spin componen
Thus at lowT, the majority-spin channel is dominated b
electron-phonon scattering whereas the minority-spin ch
nel is dominated by electron-magnon scattering. Using
same densities of states arguments we can anticipate th
posite behavior in the unoccupied bands. Thus at lowT, the
decay of an excited electron in the unoccupied majority-s
band will preferentially involve magnons and the decay of
excited electron in the unoccupied minority-spin band w
preferentially involve phonons.

Turning to the temperature dependence of the line sha
first consider electron-electron scattering. As the hole mo
to lower binding energies, the phase space for such scatte
is reduced. On the contrary, Fig. 1 shows that asT is raised,
the state moves closer toEF and the peak broadens. Th
indicates that electron-phonon and electron-magnon sca

FIG. 2. Spin-resolved photoemission spectra recorded from
Gd~0001! surface at 20 K. The upper and lower spectra repres
the emission in the majority- and minority-spin channels, resp
tively. The lines indicate Lorentzian fits to the spectra superimpo
on appropriate backgrounds. The inset shows the relative intens
in the two spin channels.
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ing play the dominant role and not electron-electron scat
ing. Considering electron-phonon coupling alone, the wi
or inverse lifetime of the photohole is described by the re
tionship

\

t
~v,T!52pE

0

`

dv8a2F~v8!@12 f ~v2v8!

1 f ~v1v8!12n~v8!#, ~2!

wheref (v) andn(v) are Fermi and Bose distribution func
tions anda2F(v) is the Eliashberg coupling function. Fo
T>QD/3 ~QD is the Debye temperature! the phonon contri-
bution to the width is\/t52plkBT, that is, linear inT. As
shown in Fig. 3, fitting the experimentally determine
majority-spin linewidths with the expression given in Eq.~2!
leads to a value of the electron-phonon coupling constanl
'1.0 for the majority-spin channel. This value may be co
pared with a value of 1.2~bulk, spin averaged!, extracted
from the measured specific heat22 and a theoretical value o
0.4 ~also bulk and spin averaged! obtained in a spin-
polarized calculation of the electron-phonon coupli
constant.23

The electron-phonon coupling parameter may be writ
asl5NS^I S

2&/M ^v2& whereNS represents the spin-projecte
density of states at the hole binding energy,^I S

2& is the Fermi
surface average of the electron-phonon matrix element,M is
the atomic mass, and̂v2& is an average phonon frequenc
Following the analysis of Skriver and Mertig,23 but allowing
for spin-dependent coupling, one arrives at valuesl'0.73
and 0.31 for the majority- and minority-spin bulk bands, r
spectively. Our value for the majority-spin channel is high
reflecting perhaps a higher electron density of states in
surface region. Wuet al. have in fact calculated an enhance
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FIG. 3. The full width half maximum~FWHM! of the majority-
spin peak as a function ofT. The solid line indicates a fit to the dat
using Eq.~2! as given in the text.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 212409
magnetic moment in the surface layer.9 Using their calcu-
lated majority- and minority-spin densities, one obtainsl
'1.15 and 0.25 for the surface majority-and minority-sp
electron-phonon coupling. The spin-dependent density
states available for scattering is not constant but varies w
T as shown in Fig. 1. A rough estimate suggests thatl could
change by as much as 10% over the range ofT in Fig. 3,
decreasing for the majority-spin channel and increasing
the minority-spin channel. Electron-magnon scattering w
show the opposite behavior, increasing withT in the
majority-spin channel and decreasing in the minority-s
channel.

In summary, our spin-resolved photoemission studies w
high-energy resolution have allowed us to directly meas
the different contributions to the spin-dependent lifetimes
d
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Gd. We show that at lowT, the majority-spin lifetime is
predominantly limited by electron-phonon scatteri
whereas the minority-spin lifetime is determined by electro
magnon scattering. AsT increases there is an increasing a
mixture of the two decay modes in each channel. The ob
vation of a magnon contribution to the decay of t
excitations is consistent with de Haas–Van Alphen studie
cyclotron masses in gadolinium which suggests that elect
magnon scattering makes a significant contribution to
mass enhancement.24
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